





















































































































































































































































































In this study,students in speaking and listening classes taught by the
 
authors received instructions using the same lessons on numerical
 
expressions over a period of one school year. They were evaluated to
 
determine whether by studying limited language content over two
 
segregated skills classes they would have better results than a control
 
group on a posttest designed by the authors. Data was analyzed for
 
significant differences and correlation by SPSS. Results were incon-








Teacher collaboration and content integration would benefit anxious
 
first-year students by lessening the amount of language study and by
 
increasing chances for repetition and engagement with the same lan-
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No pronunciation course that I know has ever said that learners
 
must try to speak with a perfect RP accent. To claim this mixes
 
up models with goals:the model chose is BBC (RP),but the goal
 
is normally to develop the learner’s pronunciation sufficiently to
 





There can be disagreement about the most important characteris-
tics of a sound that a symbol should indicate;one example is the
 
vowels of the words‘bit’and‘beat’. Some writers have claimed
 
the most important difference between them is the former is short
 
and the latter long, and transcribed the former with i and the
 
latter with i:(the difference being entirely in the length mark);
other writers have said that the length (or quantity)difference is
 
less important than the quality difference, and transcribe the
 
vowel of‘bit’with the symbol I and that of‘beat’with i. Yet
 
another point of view is that quality and quantity are both
 
important and should both be indicated;this point of view results
 
in a transcription using I for‘bit’and i:,a symbol different from
 
I both in shape of symbol(suggesting quality difference) and
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Phonemes are conventionally referred to in phonetic terminology,
e.g. /b/ is a ‘voiced bilabial stop’, which is very difficult to
 
follow until you have learnt enough phonetics to understand the
 
individual terms. It may be helpful in the early stage to refer to
 
phonemes by name. If there is a good correspondence between
発音指導のカリキュラムにおける位置づけと方法
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 the phoneme and a particular written letter,no harm is done in
 

















Pronunciation is an important aspect of both speaking and listen-
ing.(p.16)
としたあとで、さらに次のように述べている。
…it is a useful assumption to make that for most learners for
 
most of the time an ability to hear features of pronunciation will
 
be at least a useful starting point for developing their ability to
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